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Move towards digital manufacturing
use your 3D CAD models to create excellent technical documents
Today, manufacturers are recognizing that their 3D digital
models are key for publishing accurate downstream
documentation for manufacturing, and for their suppliers,
marketers, even consumers.
3D digital data that comes directly from CAD
models is increasingly needed in this age of Industry
4.0. Sometimes called the fourth industrial revolution,
Industry 4.0 is the current trend in manufacturing
towards automation and data exchange throughout
the product lifecycle from concept design through
to manufacturing and customer service. Industry
4.0 requires that digital models of both the product
and manufacturing process are maintained, and also
encompasses the Internet of Things for network
connectivity for the product itself, and cloud computing
to store and provide access to the large volumes of data
involved.
As well as being referenced by manufacturing systems,
for example for the creation of machining instructions
for CNC machine tools, digital models can also be used
to create parts catalogs, instruction manuals, installation
and service guides, and other technical documents that
people access using hardcopy documents, web portals,
or electronic PDF files. Industry 4.0 requires that both
products and manufacturing systems have associated
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Move towards digital manufacturing
use your 3D CAD models to create excellent technical documents — continued

technical documentation that conveys information in easy-to- use
digital formats for everyone involved in product development,
manufacturing and service.
Unfortunately converting the original 3D CAD files for technical
documentation purposes has typically been a painstaking process
that takes time and expertise. These file conversions, and the
management of the additional files that are created usually falls
upon the busy designer who created the original CAD files. The
designers can waste significant time on these non-added value
tasks, taking them away from the tasks that are critical to the
success of your business such as designing innovative new products
and improving existing designs.
Some manufacturers are still taking photographs of a physical
prototype to create graphical content, of course this means that
the prototype must be manufactured first. Or, downstream users
might ask the designer to provide bitmap screen captures of CAD
images with a specific orientation. Both these processes are time
consuming and a distraction from an innovative and efficient
product development process.
According to “The 2014 State of Model Based Enterprise
Report,” a study completed by industry analyst Lifecycle Insights,
engineers spend more than six hours each week answering
questions from consumers about their designs, and an additional
5 hours creating “other documentation”. Clearly engineers are
spending too much time on these tedious non-value added tasks!

Chart from “The 2014 State of Model Based
Enterprise Report”, Lifecycle Insights

This report contains another revelation from the manufacturing
area, where the average machinist is spending 8 hours a week
creating manufacturing documentation.
The report also showed that 51% of suppliers or downstream
consumers are requesting clarification of the documentation
created, and 39% are experiencing scrap and rework in their
manufacturing process resulting from misinterpretation of
engineering documentation. The impact of poor documentation
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Move towards digital manufacturing
use your 3D CAD models to create excellent technical documents — continued

extends further, if manufacturers misinterpret a drawing, they
troubleshoot the issues on the shop floor, which slows down
production and results in scrap, waste, retooling, and frustration.
These findings make it easy to see how the productivity of the
design process and manufacturing is suffering, along with the
manufacturer’s bottom line, when designers and engineers spend
their time creating, misinterpreting, and recreating technical
documentation.
The author of the report sees that the consumers of 3D digital
models need simpler ways to access this critical design data:
“While the creation of 3D Annotated Models primarily falls to CAD
applications, there is far more variety in terms of the software used
to consume them. Interestingly, the variety of technologies used
to view 3D Annotated Models reflects the one-to-many ratio of
creators to consumers, where numerous consumers likely are not
familiar with CAD applications and thus need something simpler,
practical but imminently useful.”
Fortunately tools are available today that make the process
of creating technical documents smoother, faster, and error free,
and that have the flexibility to create the documents in the digital
formats that support Industry 4.0 and meet the needs of the specific
consumer. For example, technical documentation programs like
Pages3D™ and Publisher3D™ from QuadriSpace™ slash the amount
of time it takes to create and publish technical documents in paper,
web-based HTML, or PDF formats. Designers can quickly create

Chart from “The 2014 State of Model Based
Enterprise Report”, Lifecycle Insights
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Move towards digital manufacturing
use your 3D CAD models to create excellent technical documents — continued

Use your Solid Edge part and assembly models directly
in Pages3D from QuadriSpace

technical illustrations from the original CAD files, without translations,
and can perform the manipulations required to create the exploded
part views that are needed to convey assembly and maintenance
instructions.
QuadriSpace has partnered specifically with Solid Edge® so that
part and assembly models can be effortlessly used to create a wide
variety of technical documentation. With these tools engineers can
quickly and easily position Solid Edge files within technical documents
or other files, create exploded views, parts lists, step-by-step
procedures, and raster and vector technical illustrations.
With the close integration of Pages3D and Publisher3D with Solid
Edge another benefit for designers is the ability to update entire
documents or illustration sets when the 3D CAD files are modified
or new revisions are created. The time savings for updating your
technical documentation to reflect the latest design can be very
significant. You can read a customer case study for how Soleras is
using QuadriSpace software together with Solid Edge to create 3D
interactive spare parts catalogs for the industrial equipment they
manufacture.
So using these QuadriSpace software tools supports your move
towards digital manufacturing and the Industry 4.0 revolution by
enabling your digital models to be used directly to create all the
technical documents you need.
Designers, imagine spending your time designing for a change,
rather than converting and interpreting your work for others!
Manufacturers, these tools have the potential to significantly cut
your rework, scrap, and downtime costs! Everybody wins!
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Interactive technical documents made easy
Long after designers release a product design for manufacturing,
the 3D CAD models that define the product are used as references
by many downstream operations. For example manufacturing,
suppliers, and business partners often utilize the 3D models when
putting together assembly instructions, parts catalogs, installation
and maintenance manuals and many other types of technical
documents.
However, utilizing your 3D CAD models in technical documents
and publications has often been a painstaking process. It can
require the CAD models to be converted to different 2D or 3D
formats for use by technical documentation software, and then
further work to manually create the callouts and exploded views
that are often required for the final documents. And managing
changes to the original CAD files and the associated converted files
can take significant time too. This tedious work saps valuable time
from your design team. The previous article, “Move towards digital
maunfacturing - use your 3D CAD models to create excellent
technical documents” looked at some of the challenges around
communicating your designs to downstream users and the positive
impact that using 3D digital models can have in this area.
Knowing the business benefits that manufacturers could achieve
if their designers could focus on their primary task of creating
innovative, high performance products, Solid Edge has teamed
with QuadriSpace to cut through the hassle and slash the time
spent creating and updating technical documentation.

The Pages3D solution from QuadriSpace automatically
consumes 3D Solid Edge models so they can be used within printed
or interactive technical documents that are published as paper,
PDF, or HTML files. Publisher3D, a technical illustration program
from QuadriSpace, easily creates exploded views, step-by-step
assembly instructions, parts lists, raster-and-vector illustrations,
and other documentation based on the original Solid Edge part and
assembly models.
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Interactive technical documents made easy — continued
“With Pages3D, our customers create complete multi-page
documents with interactive 3D content,” says Brian Roberts,
QuadriSpace president and founder. “Creating illustrated parts lists,
online or PDF catalogs, and step-by-step instructions are common
uses of the software. “
“Customers open a 3D model directly in a technical document
format that can then be printed in manuals, and published with
embedded 3D content to interactive documents. For instance,
clicking on a 3D picture can bring up an explanation or other useful
content,” Roberts continues. “So you can click on a part in a parts
list and the 3D model for this part will be displayed, and this can
include text bubbles or exploded views.”
“Those interactive illustrations and exploded views are created
with Publisher3D or Pages3D, through which engineers import their
Solid Edge 3D CAD models, orient the models, take snapshots, set
up the viewpoints, and add tables when required”, Roberts adds.
A wizard, included with the unique smart template technology,
automatically generates a step-by-step process from an exploded
view. “The wizard helps create a package of 3D instructions for
assembling products —first align this part, then bolt on this one—
and each of these steps can be illustrated with a 3D animation and
descriptive text as desired,” Roberts says.
“The software automatically pulls features from the 3D CAD
information so you don’t have to manually recreate that data,” he
says, “for example, the Solid Edge exporter includes support for
the hierarchical assembly and sub-assembly structure, metadata,
exploded views, assembly configurations and more”.

When an engineer changes the original Solid Edge CAD file and
imports the new version into Pages3D, changes are automatically
updated while maintaining the original markups, call outs,
and other illustrations. This is a huge time saver and ensures
that design changes are correctly incorporated into technical
documentation. Another important piece of the QuadriSpace
solution is Share3D™. Share3D is designed to provide industry
standard HTML delivery for seamless web viewing of interactive

Pages3D enables 3D models to be used in the creation of
parts catalogs and work instruction packets
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Interactive technical documents made easy — continued
3D documents. Documents delivered in this way are viewable
with modern browsers on PC, Mac, iOS and Android devices
without the need for plugins. This format is more universally
viewable than 3D PDF which does not, at this time, support 3D
with its mobile versions of Adobe Reader. When a document is
published in this way, the 3D remains interactive and is viewable
immediately on all common devices and browsers. Share3D is
available as a cloud version (hosted securely on Amazon servers),
or as an on premise solution and adds tremendous capabilities
for Solid Edge users who have been manually creating these
types of technical documents or are looking for a way to add
more interactivity to their delivered documents.

Share3D is a cloud solution for delivering 3D-enabled HTML5
documentation created with Pages3D or Publisher3D
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From flat documents to interactive 3D
technical catalogs in one year
One year ago, Soleras Advanced Coatings implemented
Quadrispace 3D communication software for technical document
creation, doing away with the variety of programs it had been
relying upon.
“One of the main benefits to QuadriSpace is we can use this
one software program to create all our documents,” said AnnSophie Verhack, Soleras technical writer. “In the past we’d been
using Microsoft Word or PowerPoint or Excel, but they weren’t
easy to work with for what we wanted to accomplish with our
technical documentation, nor were they professional looking,” she
said.
The company, headquartered in Biddeford, Maine and in
Deinze, Belgium, makes sputter targets used to make energyefficiency glass, thin-film displays and batteries, among other uses.
Soleras components are necessary in the sputtering process, a
high-speed technology in which superfast ions hit a metal target
and dislodge miniscule particles that in turn coat a thin film over
products like architectural glass, large-screen televisions and
computer displays. The electronics industry has used sputtering
technology for decades in items like integrated circuits, but the
technology is now being applied to advanced displays and lowenergy glass.
Soleras uses QuadriSpace technical documentation software to
create catalogs that detail sputtering components and to create
documents that provide technical details about those components.
“The big benefit of QuadriSpace is that we can make our own

templates; we’re in full control of layout without any obligation
imposed by Quadrispace, so we can say ‘that table must be six
columns and this table needs to be seven columns,’ Verhack said.
The company designs its parts and products in Solid Edge, from
Siemens PLM, which is compatible with QuadriSpace, she added.
The compatibility allows for interactive, online catalogs, in which
customers can click on and rotate parts and see models within
exploded views. Solid Edge models can be immediately imported
into the technical documentation program and used within the
technical catalog. If an engineer changes or updates a Solid Edge
model, those changes are immediately and automatically reflected
in the catalog and other
pertinent technical
documents, Verhack
said. “Also within your
catalog, you can have
the parts table and the
model itself interact,”
she added. “So if you
click on a line in your
parts table, that part in
your model lights up.
For our customers and
internal users, that’s a
big benefit. Interactive
catalogs are much

A rotatable magnetron
assembly manufactured
by Soleras
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From flat documents to interactive 3D technical
catalogs in one year — continued
more visual then when we
provided a flat list with the
pictures of a model.”
Documents created
with QuadriSpace can
be published within PDF,
3D PDF HMTL, and in
QuadriSpace’s Share3D
formats, Verhack said. The
technical documentation
Optical coatings are one of many
applications of sputtering technology
software also allows Soleras
to publish its documents in
HTML5 format, which means
they can be placed on a password-protected area of the Soleras web
site for users to access. Soleras is currently at work on that capability,
Verhack added.
“The customer will be able to see the technical documents they need
on our web site, so they don’t need to print them or look for them on a
CD,” Verhack said.
For a coatings company that has grown with the times and expects
to see even greater growth as the markets for thin-films and for
energy-efficient architectural glass and other types of low-e glass
picks up, advances in their technical documentation capabilites were
very necessary. QuadriSpace will help make document creation easy
at Soleras and will help the company’s customers access exactly what
they’re looking for with greater ease than ever, Verhack said.
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Example of a spare parts document from Soleras.
This is a 3D PDF document and the user can
interactively “explode” the assembly..
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Try It: Solid Edge for 45 days
Download your free 3D CAD trial now
Download and use Solid Edge for 45 days on your PC.

The Solid Edge tree trial includes:

Take your product design to the next level with Solid Edge 3D CAD.
Find out how Solid Edge drives unparalleled design productivity
and engineering creativity, utilizing synchronous technology to
deliver the speed and flexibility of direct modeling with the control
of parametric design. With 45-day access to the full version of Solid
Edge, you can experience fast, flexible design changes, powerful
assembly management, and seamless use of multi-CAD data.

•
•
•

A full version of Solid Edge, complete with part modeling,
assembly design, drafting, simulation and more
Online training and videos, as well as valuable “how-to” tips
and tricks
Access to the Solid Edge online community, where you can find
ideas and tips from expert users

Click here for system requirements.
Design faster. Design more intuitively. Design better. Start your free
trial today.
NOTE: Your PC must connect to the internet the first time the
software starts.

GET IT HERE
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Try It: Pages3D for Technical Documents
Easily create multi-page technical documents from 3D CAD files
Deliver printed or interactive 3D PDF or HTML5
Download a free trial and
learn how to use your
3D CAD designs to create
complete, multi-page
documents and publish
printable or interactive 3D
documentation with PDF
and HTML delivery options.

DOWNLOAD A
TRIAL TODAY!

VIDEO

Try Pages3D and
Publisher3D free for
15-days.

click to watch!
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Try It: Publisher3D for Technical Illustration
Rapidly create technical illustrations from 3D CAD files
Produce raster or vector graphics or publish illustrations to PDF or HTML using templates.
Explore Publisher3D
and try the 15-day
feature-complete trial to
create raster and vector
illustrations and templatebased 3D PDF files from
Solid Edge and other 3D
CAD files.

DOWNLOAD A
TRIAL TODAY!

VIDEO

Try Pages3D and
Publisher3D free for
15-days.

click to watch!
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Cloud-enabled CAD
Solid Edge delivers cloud-enabled design - on your terms
Solid Edge delivers the cloud capabilities you need by providing
easy access to professional 3D CAD across different devices,
instant configuration of your CAD environment to your personal
preferences, and the ability to quickly share your data across your
design resources and with suppliers and customers. These cloudenabled design capabilities reduce the IT support requirement
for your CAD environment, freeing this valuable resource to
work on productivity enhancing projects instead of daily system
maintenance.

Your Personalized CAD Environment
At Your Fingertips

Solid Edge takes full advantage of the processing power of the
user’s local device ensuring high reliability and fast response times.
Your files are also cached locally, further ensuring reliability and
performance. Solid Edge users can continue to work uninterrupted
even if they lose their internet connection. This is essential for CAD
users when traveling, for those who work on customer sites and
anyone who does not have a 100% reliable internet connection.

Instead of searching for, downloading and distributing software updates,

When you switch from one device to another, for example from using
a workstation in the office to a tablet when visiting a customer, you can
retrieve your personalized Solid Edge environment - including your menu
options, colors, units and drawing standards - with just a few mouse clicks,
and quickly complete cloud-based design tasks.

Software Updates Available On-Demand
your can give users the capability to directly access the latest Solid Edge
maintenance pack and install it when you choose.

Easily Vault and Share Your CAD Files
Solid Edge users can leverage popular cloud-based file sharing software
like Dropbox, Microsoft One Drive, Google Drive or Box to backup, share
and collaborate on their CAD files. A complete vault of CAD files can
be replicated at 2 or more sites enabling fast access to the data you
need, and a file locking mechanism prevents one user from accidentally

Easy Access to CAD From Any Device

overwriting another user’s changes.

Solid Edge follows you wherever you go. Your CAD license can be held on the
cloud and a simple login lets your run Solid Edge wherever you are. This makes

INTERESTED IN THIS PRODUCT?

it easier for you to move from device to device, for example when working at a
customer site or from your home office.

Click here for information on trial
and purchase options
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GET IN TOUCH
www.siemens.com/plm

BY PHONE
Americas:

+1 314 264 8287

Europe:

BY MAIL

ONLINE

Siemens PLM Software
5800 Granite Parkway
Suite 600
Plano TX USA 75024

+44 (0) 1276 413200

Asia-Pacific:
+852 2230 3308

Charges vary depending on
service provider and country

SOCIAL

Catch us on social media!

Use our online form to contact us
about general inquiries, investor
relations, press, jobs & careers,
innovation or sustainability!

Click here to contact
us online

